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Blue Dappled Snakes are a species of snake in a sea of thieves. The Blue Snake Dappled can be caught inside a snake basket and sold to the Trade Alliance for Gold, Reputation (and Emissary Value when swimming as emissaries of a trading company). In addition, snakes can be killed for snake meat, which can then
be cooked and eaten for health or sold to the Hunter's Call for Gold and Reputation. Mechanics edit edit source Snakes can be found roaming around on islands smart to their own business. Snakes have very little health and drop raw snake meat when killed. Any snakes that die from fire or explosives can leave instead
burnt or cooked meat. Snakes are one of three animals that are valuable to the trading alliance trading company. Trading senior traders on outposts offer trading journeys that can send players in search of Snakes to be captured and delivered to a certain outpost by a certain time. Blue Dappled snakes may be one of the
animals needed for capture in a trading contract. To capture the Snake, players must hold a basket of snakes in their hand and hold the primary interaction button next to them. Snake baskets can be picked up by any senior trader at outposts when snakes are requested in a trading contract. Snake baskets can also be
randomly found on the islands. Snakes are naturally aggressive towards anything that is approaching, including pirates, animals and skeletons. Snakes inside the Snake Baskets will continue to act aggressively towards all approaching pirates, animals and skeletons, as well as be aggressive while being exercised.
Snakes can be passive for a short period of time by playing their Shanty. Snakes inside Snake Baskets can still die from any source of damage meaning they must be safe from any source of harm. Snake baskets cannot be sold empty and are valuable only with the snake inside. Rewards (edited by editing source) Blue
Snakes captured inside Snake Baskets can be sold for an unconscious reward or a bespoke reward when the snake trading contract is issued. In addition, the Snake Meat of the Killed Snake can be sold in The Hunter's Call. Un-commissioned edit source Blue Dappled Snakes inside Snake Baskets can be sold: Below is
a reward chart for the un-ordered Snake: Ordered to edit the source If the crews have an active trade contract commission requesting the delivery of the captured Blue Dappled Snake to the specified senior trader by a given time, they can earn 10 times more gold and 15 times more than this bonus does not apply to the
company. Below is a reward chart for Instructed Snake: Snake Meat edit source Cooked snake meat can be sold to Hunting Appeal representatives at Any Seapost for gold and reputation with the company. Below is a remuneration chart Sold Snake Meat: Snake Meat Value Raw Raw Under-Cooked Burnt Snake Meat X
40 45 5 Where to find the 'edit source' Blue Dappled Snakes can be found on any island that snakes like their native animal. Below is a list of all the islands that have snake habitat: Notes edited source of animals can not be found in the Devil's Roar region, forts, outposts, sea posts, reaper's Hideout, nor Uncharted
Island, but they appear on Tribute Peak. Snakes will drown if their Snake Trash stays in the water for too long. If the island does not have a specific type of Snake requested by the trade contract, players can reset the island's animal population by dying and enter the Cursed Ferry together. Captured animals can die from
damage to sources such as fire, explosives, cannonball explosions, Snake Venom, Player weapons and lightning strikes. Thank you edit the source of the Trade Alliance Awards: Bones Reaper Awards: Athena Fortune Awards: From Sea Thieves Vicky Snake Creatures to Sea Thieves. Sometimes they are requested by
the Trade Alliance. When the pirate approaches the snake, he will start getting wet. If the pirate stays close to the snake, he attacks them with a poison spray. They can be caught in baskets. Snakes can be fascinated if a pirate plays music next to him, causing him to swing, stop producing rather than attack. Keep in
mind that snakes can still attack the player while in their baskets, especially while being carried if the snake is being charmed. According to Anniversary Update, snakes can be killed for snake meat and sold on the hunter's call or eaten. It is highly recommended to keep snakes away from other creatures that have been
captured, since the snake can kill them if nearby and agitated. It should also be noted that snakes can be used as traps by placing them next to loot on the ship to help fight hostile pirates who wish to inherit some prey. Types of Snakes edit source There are four varieties of Snake, each with its own price of gold. The
snake costs 10 times the price of gold commissioned by the trade alliance of flights. When the snake is killed, it throws the Snake Meat, which can be cooked and sold to the call of the hunter. Prices (edit source editing) Raw: Can't be sold. Undercooked (50s): 40 Cooked (60s): 45 Burnt (120s): 5 Trivia (edit source)
Snake appearance may have been inspired by real life by spitting cobras. Two years in a sea of thieves, the world is filled with different and different treasures for adventure pirates to find! More trading companies have gone out to sea, too! Most treasures can only be sold in one relevant trading company, but others can
be sold to almost any trading company! For the pirates who just threw themselves out shore in the Sea of Thieves, it can be difficult to keep track of what is going where. Aimlessly tumbling around outposts of outposts means lost time. If there is an enemy nearby, it can mean a lost treasure. That's where this little guide
comes in handy. A quick ctrl-f search and you'll be well on your way. Yes, it's because here we have listed every treasure you find across all the seas, and which trading companies will accept such treasures in exchange for gold coins and sometimes for the Doubloons! So if you or your team are struggling to know what's
going where. Let's do it! We will take you in the right direction. What treasure goes to the Golden Keepers? Golden keepers are looking for any chests and artifacts that you will find during your travels in the sea of thieves. Chests contain gold and they are called Gold hoarders after all! ChestsYYsY can sell almost every
chest achievable for gold storekeepers. Whether it's Ashen or the Damned Option, the Golden Keepers are happy to take them off your hands! You can sell the following chests on the Golden Hoarders: Castaway's ChestSeafarer in ChestMarauder in ChestHolder Casttain in ChestAshen Sailor's ChestAshen Marauder in
ChestAshen Captain ChestSkeleton Captain ChestStronghold ChestHrhold Chestest of thousands of GrogsChest Golden Keepers will not accept the chest of the reaper, the generosity of the reaper, the generosity of the reaper. ArtifactsThe Gold Hoarders also want to purchase any artifacts you come across. Whether
it's a cheap mysterious ship or an expensive Peculiar heirloom, the Golden Keepers want it! You can sell the following artifacts at the Golden Keepers: Ancient Bronze Cup Secret-KeeperMysterious VesselDecorative CofferElaborate FlagonSilvered CupGilded ChaliceOrnate CarafeGolden ReliquaryAdored
ReceptacleOpulent CurioPeculiar RelicRoaring GobletBrimstone's RemnantMag Skull! Bounty SkullIf you find a skull while you rob the sea, you can guarantee the Order of the Shower interested. You can sell almost every skull found in the Sea of Thieves to the Order of souls, no questions asked! You can sell the
following skulls in the Order of souls: Foul Bounty SkullDisgraced Bounty SkullHateful Bounty SkullVillainous Bounty SkullAshen Skull Skull HeroAshen Disgrace SkullAshen Hateful Bounty SkullAshen Villainous Bounty Skull SkullSkeleton Captain SkullStronghold SkullGold's Skull They are exclusively acquired by The
Mysterious Stranger. What treasure goes to the Trade Alliance? If it is in a drawer of some kind, you can bet the trade alliance wants it! Captured animalsChickens, pigs and snakes, oh my! All three wildlife species found on the in the Sea of Thieves is of interest to the Trade Alliance. Bring any captured version of
chicken, pig and snake and they will gladly pay you for it. You can sell the following animals in the trade alliance: White Feathered ChickenRedKinkled ChickenBlack Flame ChickenGolden ChickenPink PigPink - Black Spotted PigBlack Covered PigGold Striped PigRed Striped SnakeBlack Scaled SnakeGolden
SnakeGolden Snake Crates and Powder BarrelsAlmost every kind of box you can find in the sea. The same goes for powder barrels! You can sell the following boxes and powder kebs for a trade alliance: Wood CrateCannonball CrateFruit CrateFirebomb CrateAmmo CrateCrate from fine sugarCrate rare TeaCrate
exotic SilksCrate exquisite SpicesCrate ancient bones DustCrateCrate Volcanic StoneCrate of Fine OreCrate Extraordinary MineralsRat's Luxury ClothCrate Luxury ClothCrate from Rum BottlesCrate Plants And Bones CrateGunpowder BarrelsStronghold Powder BarrelsStronghold One Box You Can't Sell to a Trade
Alliance is a box of legendary travel. He's legendary, so that means he's going to the legendary Mysterious Stranger. Similarly, one powder keg that you can't sell to the Trade Alliance is a barrel of ancient black powder. What treasure goes to the Fortune of Athena? A mysterious stranger is not looking for just your
average treasure washed up on the beach. No, the Mysterious Stranger is looking for ancient treasures! A treasure that was created and placed in the Sea of Thieves long before our time! You can sell the following treasures of Athena Fortune: Breast Legend Chest of The LegendCais Ancient FortuneGilded Relic of
ancient FortuneSkull ancient FortuneVillainous Skull of Ancient FortuneCreit legendary VoyagesKeg ancient black powder What treasure goes into the bone of the reaper? Reaper bones will take away any piece of treasure you can find! Yes, that's true! Every piece of treasure that we have listed above can be sold at a
profit in The Reaper's Bones. There are a few additional treasures that we haven't mentioned that are exclusive to Reaper Bones.You can also sell the following treasures to Reaper's Bone: Reaper's ChestReaper's BountyBox wonderful secretsEmissary FlagHumble GiftGenerous GiftGenerous Gift Mermaid
GemsMermaid gems can be sold to any of the trading companies except Athena Fortune. A mysterious stranger is not interested in Mermaid Gems. That's ok though. It just means gems to other trading companies! The mermaid gems that can be sold are: Sapphire Mermaid GemEmerald Mermaid GemRuby Mermaid
Precious Chests Collector's Chests can also be sold to any of the trading companies except Athens Fortune. They should be empty before you can sell them though so be sure to hack them their content first! What treasure goes to Duke? Yes, your friendly area of Bilge Rat Duke is looking for some prey that a pirate can
meet while sailing by sea. You can always find it in the tavern at any outpost in the sea of thieves! Treasures that can be sold to the Duke are: Ashen TomesRitual SkullsAshen chests with every piece of treasure covered, you will be a medium, lean, selling machine! No more wandering outpost wondering where to sell
an unfamiliar piece of treasure. Good luck with your future pirate adventures! Pirates!
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